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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 'United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 

• 	necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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OPERATION OF INERT ATMOSPHERE GLOVE BOX 

Felix Schwager 

Materials and Molecular Research Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

ABSTRACT 

A short manual is provided for the operation of the inert atmosphere 

glove box (Vacuum Atmosphere DLX-OOl-S-G) equipped with water, oxygen 

and nitrogen removal and analysis systems. 

This work was supported by the Assistant Secretary for Conservation 
and Renewable Energy, Office of Energy System Research, Division of 
Energy Storage of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. 
W- 7405-ENG-48. 
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I. General Description 

The dry-box system is designed to make a noble gas atmosphere free 

of water, oxygen and nitrogen available. The dry-box atmosphere is con- 
	 (1 

tinually cleaned by recirculating througha "Vacuum Atmosphere" MO-40-1 
* 	 ** 

dry train and a NI-20 nitrogen-train 	in parallel. The oxygen concen- 

tration is continuously measured by an electrochemical 02_  analyzer AO-

316-C. The nitrogen is measured by a gas chromatograph AN-l. An alarm 

system shuts down the nitrogen train when the oxygen content in the 

atmosphere is too high. These instruments are in the rack to the left 

of the dry box. The "Pedatrol" (below the dry box) automatically adjusts 

the pressure inside the box. Water is measured by an AM-2 moisture 

analyzer. 

For full description of procedures and maintenance of the dri-box 

system refer to the manuals of the manufacturer. These are in a binder 

for the dri-train MO-40-1; a folder for the dri-lab in general, the 

nitrogen train NI-20, the oxygen analyzer AO-316-C, the nitrogen analyzer 

AN-1 and the moisture analyzer AM-2. A detailed description of the 02_ 

analyzer by the manufacturer of the instrument and a manual for the 

Honeywell chart recorder are also available. 

* 
Located below the glove box. 

** 
Located below the ante (transfer) chamber. 
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II. Controls and Maintenance 

a. Daily 

Watch the helium supply in the cylinder. The manifold pressure 

should be about 10 psi. 

Watch the light bulb in the glove box. This 25 W lamp with a 

hole is a good indicator for 02-  and  Il20  contamination. 

Watch the 02-  concentration on the "Teledyne" 027  analyzer in 

the rack. 

Watch the Nitrogen-train. An alarm during the night (because 

of a too high 02  concentration) might have shut it down. (The 

green temperature indicator will be lower than the red setting.) 

b. Monthly 

1. The condition of the fuel cell for the 02-  analyzer should be 

tested every month. (See 4b). If calibration is not possible 

any more, order a new cell. For cell exchange see III 4. 

.2. The oil in the vacuum pump is to be changed every three months, and 

whenever the oil has become very.dirty. The oil canistei is behind 

the left front panel of the dry-train, beside the pump. 

3. The dry-train package (including molecular sieve for H 20 

removal and copper catalyst (Ridox) for 02  removal) should be regenerated 

(see 6), whenever the atmosphere has become bad or every 3 to 6 months. 

III. Procedures 

We assume in the following that the glove box system is in working 

order 	but that one of the checks under II indicates that a 

problem could arise. 
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1. Change of gas cylinder 

There are two kinds of gases which have to be available. Mixing 

them up could be hazardous! 

Helium supply cylinder: This gas (helium grade A) is used 

for filling the ante chamber and pressure equilibration. It 

usually will last for several weeks but make sure that you 

order a new one before the old one is empty (X6220). During 

the fourth step of regeneration of the dry-train,"Refill a 

lot of helium is used. Before regenerating be sure to have an 

extra cylinder available. 

Helium/5% Hydrogen gas mixture. Only used during regeneration 

(see 6e). 

2. Changing the Light Bulb 

Witha good dry box atmosphere, a light bulb should burn for several 

weeks or months. When one burns out, replace with a 25 W bulb 

with a hole (cut in the top with a file). 

3. Chanqinq the Vacuum Puma Oil 

A canister of oil*is  kept behind the front panel of the dry-train. 

If it is empty, order a new one. 

4. Test of 0 2 -concentration, exchange of fuel cell of 0 2 -analyzer 

The 02-  analyzer 'Teledyne" Model 316-1, Serial #26078-81 works 

continuously. An alarm system gives acoustic signals if the 02_ 

concentration is too high and shuts the Ni-train down. The only 

Oil: 	Inland lg-HE175: $17.00/gal. 
Sharder Scientific, 23588 Conn. Suite 
Hayward, CA 94545; 743-0552 
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maintenance necessary is calibration (lib) 	(with air) and exchange 

of the fuel cell 	if calibration is not possible anymore. 

a 	Settingsfor continuous analysis 

Power: 	ON 

"Sample" 

"Normal" 

"NOR" 

"Cell Shut off": 	completely open counter '  clockwise 

Range: 	Xl 

"Flow": -1 

b. 	Settings for calibratin 

"Flow": 	completely closed 

"Cell shut off": 	completely closed 

"Range": 	CAL 

- Switch to <lppm Ref 

- Open "Cell shut off" 

- Push "Calibrate" •switch upwards and open "flow" 

to about 1-2 

- After - 2 min the panel reading should be 

constant on the CAL-, mark. 	If not, try to set 

it there with SPAN. 	If not possible, order new 

VY 
* 

cell. 	Do.not order new cell 	before old one is 

- 	getting bad because warranty is only 6 months 

(certificate should be behind instrument panel) 

starts on day of delivery. 	, 

* 	 , 
C-6689 Micro fuel cell for 02  analyzer model A0816-H, Serial #012378 

• -161, $110.00. 	"Teledyne" Analytical 	Inst., 333 West Mission St., 
San Gabriel, CA 	91776, 	(213)283-7181. 
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After calibration close "cell shut-off" and "flow" again, switch to sample 

and open the "cell shut-off" completely, the "flow" to 1, and switch 

ranges. It takes hours until equilibrium in the Xl ppm. range is reached. 

Do not forget to push the "Reset" buttons on both the oxygen analyzer 

and the Ni-train! 

c. Exchange of Fuel Cell 

For the exchange of the fuel cell, the 02-  analyzer has to be shut 

off (close "shut-off valve," flow, range switch and power to off). Unplug 

the instrument! 

Open the instrument at the panel of the range switch (screw driver 

on screw top right). In the back is the cell container. Open the black 

screw facing down, the cell will come out with it. Cut plastic bags of 

new cell open, take metal clip off and exchange cells. Put new cell back 

in and restart the 02_  ahalyzer ("shut-off, valve" open, "flow" to 1, 

sample position, power on, select range switch, calibrate). 

When it is necessary to stop gas flow through the analyzer always 

use the following procedure: 

Reduce flow to 0.1 SCFH. 

Close cell shut-off valve completely. 

Close sample path flow control valve completely. 

This procedure will prevent atmospheric diffusion back through the vent 

line and insure meaningful readings shortly after sample flow is 

reinitiated. 	. 

5. Nitrogen-concentration ., . . 

The N2  analysis is not continuous but is done periodically. If 

several days or weeks lie between two analyses, the whole instrument 
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should be turned off. Do not forget to close the sense and carrier gas 

vent at the rear of. the instruments and the sample gas flow (flow meter 

on front panel).. 

a. Starting up the Gas-Chromatograph 

- 	Open s'enseand ref. carrier vents on rear of the 

instrumentsfor at least 10 minutes before you 

switch the power of the instrument on.; Check 

the pressure on the manifold of. the helium supply. 

It should be on 10 psi (c.ompare application data 

sheet, p.  21, in instrument part/of equipment folder). 

- 

	

	Let the GC- column reach the equilibrium temperature 

(set to 58°C).. This takes about 1 hour. 

- 	With the attenuator in "short position" and the 

"current adjust" in closed (counterclockwise) 

position, switch the "detector" on, push the reset 

button and increase the current adjust slowly to 

150 mA.. Switch attenuator to suitable range, 

generally between 1 and 4 and find the base line 

on .the chart recorder (CHT and PWR on) with coarse 

and fine zero. 	 .. 

- 	Set the flow meter to -1.5, pull the handle for the 

sample inject valve. 

- 	If base line is stable, push "sample inject." 

- 	Compare chroniatogram with calibration (on p.  21 in 

folder). 	 . 
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The detector should not be left turned on for hours. It is, 

however, convenient to have a warm GC- column (main power on). 

Moisture Concentration 

The moisture analysis (0.5-20,000 ppm) is continuous. It is based 

on the impedance of an aluminum oxide sensor. The active surface should 

not be touched. If it needs to be cleaned, the best solvent to use is 

benzene, swirl probe gently in a beaker of clean solvent. 

The AM series analyzer is equipped with an internal, calibration 

feature to check the electronic circuits. When the function switch is 

in the CAL position, the front panel meter should read +132 17±3. When 

the function switch is turned to READ, the moisture content of the box 

can be determined using the meter reading and the calibration curve 

supplied with the probe.. 

Regeneration of the Dry-train 

Be sure that enough gas (see III.la,b) is available. Set the 

pressure on the manifold of the helium supply to about 7 psi. The flow 

of the He/5% H 2  mixture has to be adjusted to 50 ccm/min (see point e.). 

All sensitive materials in the glove box should be transferred to des-

iccators because the 02  and H 2 
 0 concentration in the glove box will 

increase. Also turn the 02  analyzer off (close "shut-off valve," 

close "flow" range switch and power off) and unplug the small pump 

inside the glove box. 

If the circulation system is running, the procedure of regeneration is 

as follows: 

a. Switch the circulation blower off (switch on the right of 

flow meter on Dri-train panel). 
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Close inlet and outlet valves in the back of the chamber. 

Turn Ni-train circuit breaker off. 

Turn moisture' analyzer off. 

Switch Dri-train to "Regenerate." 

Adjust flow of He/H 2 - mixture to 50 ccm/min by turning 

regenerator programmer cw into purge position and 

controlling 'flow on manifold of He/H 2 - cylinder. 

Turn regenerator programmer slowly cw to start position S. 

12 h Regeneration 

Open inlet and outlet valves in back of box. 

Switch to "circulate." 

Turn blower on. 

Plug in small pump inside glove box'; turn 02-  analyzer 

on (power on, open "cell shut-off," open "flow" to -1 

on flowmeter, select range). 

1; Turn moisture analyzer back on. 	 ' 

rn. If 02-  concentration is below 100 ppm, start. Ni-train. 

- Power on Ni-train "on" 

- Push reset button on 0 2  analyzer 

- Push reset button on Ni-train 

- Check whether valves to and from Ni-train are 

open 

- Set setting on temperature panel with screwdriver 

- Heat up slowly, the circuit breaker (breaker 1 on 

circuit breaker box #69A18E) will probably shut off 

several times. If this happens, reset circuit 
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breaker and do not forget to push Reset-button on 

Ni-train 

- Heat up to 930°C 
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